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Message from Chairman
Assalamu Alaikum
The year 2020 has been a difficult
one for each one of us. Many of
us have lost someone we knew or
someone close to us because of the
pandemic COVID-19. Suddenly
early on the year, we found ourselves
deprived of our freedom and faced with many restrictions with regard to aspects of life which we commonly
took for granted. Fortunately, many of us successfully
turned the challenges that arose with COVID-19 into
opportunities. At the level of HWL, we also seized the
opportunity to embark on the year 2020 with positivity
and we effectively forged new avenues for the organisation despite the difficult circumstances.
During 2020, we maintained our efforts to further pursue
the objectives of HWL in the fields of education, research and publication. On the education front, we had
to convert most of our programmes to online sessions.
We thus conducted our meetings over Zoom and carried
out several webinar programmes. Thus, we connected
successfully with scholars from different parts of the
world on one platform.
With the help of Allah (SWT) and our sponsor, the
International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) USA,
we managed to break new grounds in the Indian Ocean
region. Through the support of our partner, L’Institut
Culturel Social Al-Ghazali (L’ ICSA) in Madagascar, we
developed tremendous interest in the fields of research
and education in Madagascar, such that even the Ministry
of Education and universities in the country were keen
to participate in our programmes. We have also created
positive interest in Grand Comoros and Mayotte in the
fields of education and research.
When we embarked on the publication of French books,
we never expected that HWL’s contribution would reach
a worldwide audience. By the grace of Allah (SWT) and
with the help of the Publication and Marketing Department of IIIT-USA, our publications are now available on
different platforms worldwide, spanning from India to
Mexico.

Message from Chairman
Academic Board
Brothers and Sisters, Assalamualaikum
As Chair of the Academic Board(AB)
of the Human Welfare League
(HWL), it is indeed a privilege to
convey to you this message about the
last four years of our existence.
The Academic Board is the apex
body for the initiation of all the academic activities of
HWL as per our mission statement which is "to bring
positive change in society through character building
and educational programs based on training, research,
publication and integration of knowledge.”
We started our academic activities by launching essay
competitions for young Mauritians on topics related
to the society and the environment. We impressed
on participants that an Islamic approach would be
preferred. This exercise helped us to gain visibility among
administrators, educators, students and the general public.
From this very humble venture, we embarked on
sponsoring research projects by providing seed fundingan area which will have to be refined. Some of these
projects may be published and distributed to a selective
audience for reflection.
We have diversified our academic activities in various
fields targeting a larger academic audience. Following
deliberations at the AB, it was felt that educators
and students should be exposed to new concepts in
Islamic Studies. Outreach programs have been mounted
to empower them as well as administrators. The
professionalization of educators has been addressed.
Presently the AB is sponsoring a dedicated group
of educators in the development of Islamic Studies
curriculum materials for Grade 11 for the O-level
Cambridge Examinations. InshAllah this project will
come to fruition.
HWL has provided an opportunity to academics to
participate in international forums organized by the
International Institute of Islamic Thought( IIIT) in
Turkey, South Africa, Malaysia, Bangladesh and the
USA. It is hoped that a network will be developed with
Mauritius as a node for South West Indian Ocean areas.
In the same breath, it is worth underscoring HWL’s
linkages with Comoros and Madagascar.
The visits of Islamic academics have helped to generate
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To end this brief note, I would like to thank all members
of the Administrative and Academic Boards for their
contributions during the year and their continuous
support to HWL. We are committed to further expand
our horizons in the areas of education, research and
publication and look forward to achieving greater heights
in 2021, Insha Allah.
Anwar Cara
Chairman
HWL Administrative Board 2020-2021
Anwar Cara, Chairman, Zaid Ozeer, President, Arshad Ozeer, Secretary, Waleed Rojee, Treasurer

Zaid Ozeer

Wallid Rojee

Arshad Ozeer

HWL Academic Board 2020-2021
Associate Professor. A.Cader Kalla, Chairman of
Academic Board, Deputy Director of Mauritius Institute
of Education, Dr. Salma Sairally, Vice-Chair, Consultant,
International Shari’ah Research Academy for Islamic
Finance (ISRA) Dr. Arshad Rawat, Director at the
Department for Continental Shelf and Maritime Zones
Administration and Exploration of the Prime Minister’s
Office Dr. Muslim Jumeer, Associate-Professor.MIE,
(Rtd), Dr. Sheereen Banoo Fauzel, Senior Lecturer,
University of Mauritius, Mr. Muzzamil Hossennally,
Lecturer, University of Mauritius, Dr. Muhammad Bilal
Ayan Belle, Lecturer, Open University of Mauritius, Dr.
Khalil Elahee, Associate Professor, University of Mauritius
(joined Jan 2021) Dr. Shakeel Atchia, Lecturer, Mauritius
Institute of Education (joined Jan 2021)

CADER KALLA

I will like to end by focusing on our involvement
with the IIIT’ s project of Advancing Education in
Muslim Societies (AEMS). It explores constructs
that align with the universal Islamic values and their
impact on human development in Muslim societies”.
It is based on four universal Qur’anic values and
constructs-“empathy,forgiveness, moral reasoning and
community-mindedness”. This research project to
certain extent reflects the introduction of Social and
Emotional Learning(SEL) in Mauritian schools. As it
is a ‘data-driven initiative’, it uses long and elaborate
questionnaires.The target groups were students of
Grade 11, teachers, administrators, parents and university
students.This was a massive task. We were fortunate that
one member of the Academic Board holding a doctorate
in education volunteered to co-ordinate this 2- year
running project. I will like to thank HWL’s chair, the
secretary and the co- ordinator for their ceaseless efforts.
The well documented report produced by Professor
I.Nasser and her team should now be introduced in the
first instant to all the educational personnel who were
involved in this project and later to educators through
interactive workshops.
Last but not least the AB’s intention to publish materials
for schools should be commended. Over the four years
period, the AB has attracted members from various
fields and their contributions have proved beneficial for
the development of HWL.May Allah reward them .
I have a special vote of thanks for the Chair and the
Secretary of HWL.I pray that Allah to shower more of
His blessings on both of them and to permit them to
lead HWL with the same foresight.
And May Allah guide us. Ameen
Abdool Cader M.C.KALLA
Ass.Professor, Deputy Director, Mauritius Institute of
Education(Rtd) PDSM

Dr. M.A.B BELLE Dr. K.ELLAHEE Dr. S. FAUZEL M.HOSSENALLY Dr. S. SAIRALLY Dr. M. JAUMEER

;
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new perspectives on Islam.Their conversations attracted
a wider public.

ACTIVITIES UNDER THE ‘EDUCATION’ AGENDA
Integration of Knowledge (IOK) Awareness Programme

Visit of Associate Prof. Dr. Maulana Akbar Shah
Under the Integration of Knowledge (IOK) awareness programme,
HWL organized a 10-days visit of
Associate Prof. Dr. Maulana Akbar
Shah in February 2020 in Mauritius. Associate Prof. Dr Maulana Akbar Shah is originally from
Myanmar. He is holder of BSc.
Degree (Chemistry) and B.A. Degree (Islamic) from Jamia Darul
Uloom, Rangoon. He also received MA and Ph.D. Degrees
in Usul uddin and Comparative Religious Study from the
International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) in 2010
and 2013 respectively. He worked for the United Nations
World Food Programme for about 10 years. He also served
as Secretary-General of the Jammiyyatul-Ulama al-Islam.
During his visit in Mauritius, Dr Maulana Akbar gave two
Jummah Khutba on IOK in Rose-Hill Sunee Mosque and
Ghulam Jilani Soobia Mosque, Reduit. He conducted three
workshops on IOK and Islamic Education and two lectures for academics and professionals. During his stay in
Mauritius, he also visited a number of colleges for Islamic
talks.

He was also the main speaker on ‘Muslim women: A
role model in today’s society’ organized by Muslim Ladies Association at Ebene Tower, attended by the Minister
of Gender Equality and the members of the diplomatic
corps.

Assoc.Prof Dr.Maulana Akbar Shah also paid a courtesy visit to His Excellency Cassam Uteem, ex-President of
Mauritius.
Visit of Mr Anwar Cara in Mauritius

Assoc.Prof. Dr.Maulana. Akbar Shah at Doha Academy

Assoc.Prof. Dr.MaulanaAkbar Shah at Islamic College, Port-Louis

Mr Anwar Cara, Chairman of HWL, who resides in the
United Kingdom, visited Mauritius to undertake a series
of meetings under the IOK programme. He visited eight
colleges and two universities in view of explaining the
work of HWL and proposed to establish a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) between HWL and the other
parties

Anwar Cara teaching in a Classroom
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IOK Outreach
Mr Zaid Ozeer, President of HWL,
met a number of academics, universities and colleges with the aim
of promoting IOK. He also had
another meeting to seek the advice
of the Pro-Vice Chancellor of the
University of Mauritius, Associate
Prof. Dr Mohamad Issack Santally. Dr. M.I.Santally
He was accompanied by Associate Prof. Cader Kalla for
this meeting.
Signing of MOU for the Promotion of IOK
HWL signs MOU with Dar ul Ma’arif Institute of Education
Dar ul Ma’arif Institute of Education (popularly known as
Dar ul Ma’arif) signed an MOU with HWL at the school’s
office at Octave Adam Street, Eau Coulée, Curepipe. The
meeting was scheduled on 15 November 2020.

to support HWL in its endeavour to produce an educational pack and text-book on Islamic Studies for Grades
7-9 and School Certificate and to encourage its students to
take part in HWL Essay Competition and other activities.
HWL signs MOU with Doha Academy Secondary School

Doha Secondary School signed an MOU with HWL at its
office situated at Eau-Coulée, Curepipe. on 15 September
2020.
The Doha Academy is open to students as from preprimary to tertiary levels. In its primary and secondary
schools, the curriculum contains both secular and Islamic
subjects. The tertiary section targeting students of Arabic
has been recently added.
Doha Secondary School was represented by its Manager,
Mr Sadek Ally Polin, holder of a Diploma in Arabic
and Islamic Studies, University of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
and a Diploma in Aeronautic Operational Management,
Singapore.

Dar ul Ma’arif caters for both primary and secondary education and its curriculum contains both Islamic and secular subjects. The Institute was represented by its President
and Director, Sheikh Cehl Mohammad Fakeemeeah, a
graduate in Shari’ah from the University of Ummul Qura,
Makkah and Mr Saad Buxoo, Finance Officer, holding a
Masters in Islamic Finance and Development, Markfield
Institute of Higher Education cum Leicestershire University, UK. HWL was represented by its President, Mr Zaid
Ozeer.
Dar ul Ma’arif agreed to support HWL in its endeavor to

From left to right: Mr Sadek Ali Polin and Mr Zaid Ozeer

HWL was represented by its President, Mr Zaid Ozeer.
Both parties signed the MOU and agreed to collaborate in
the field of IOK.

Mr Zaid Ozeer on the left and Sheikh Cehl Mohammad Fakeemeeah

The Doha administration will support HWL in its Research Grant Programme by encouraging its staff to participate in research activities and its students to take part
in the annual essay competition organized by HWL. The
school’s staff may also benefit from training and workshops conducted by visiting professors and even scholarships offered by IIIT through the International Islamic
University Malaysia.

Both parties agreed to collaborate for the promotion of
Islamic Studies and IOK. The Institute will benefit from
various HWL’s programmes inter alia research grant, train- The Doha Secondary School will also support the HWL’s
ing, workshops, publication, essay competition and visiting initiative in producing an educational pack and text-book
Professors for the empowerment of its staff and students. on Islamic Studies for Grades 7-9 and School Certificate.
The staff will be encouraged to conduct research under
HWL Research Grant programme. Dar ul Ma’arif agreed
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MOUs between HWL and Private Universities
HWL signs MOU with Honoris Education Network
On 11 July 2020 Honoris Education Network signed
an MOU with HWL at the seat of the University in
Highlands.
Honoris an offshoot of Mancosa University and is a
partner of Regent Business School, South Africa. It has
been established since 2002 in Mauritius. For the past 18
years, it has been offering supported distance learning
programmes to over 1,500 graduates, many of whom now
occupy senior roles in leading organisations in Mauritius
and other countries globally. Honoris plans to further
expand its programmes in 2021 to include programmes
from a globally renowned institution within the Honoris
United Universities network – Red & Yellow Creative
School of Business (Head Quarter: Cape Town, South
Africa).
Honoris was represented by its Director, Prof. Reshad
Jaumally and his collaborators, Mr Sadek Futloo
(Programme Director), Mr Rashid Phul (Principal) and Mr
Yasin Sheik Fakir Saheb (Research Director).
HWL was represented by Associate Prof. A.Cader Kalla,
Chairman of the Academic Board and its President, Mr
Zaid Ozeer.

visiting professors for the empowerment of YKBS’ staff
and students.
HWL signs MOU with Malaysian Consortium of Education Mauritius (MCEM)
On 31 August 2020 MCEM signed an MOU with HWL.
MCEM offers its final year of study in Malaysia with its
partners, UUM, UMT and UNISZA.

From left to right: Mr Zaid Ozeer and Mr Pritesh Bissonauth

The ceremony was attended by Mr Pritesh Bissonauth,
MCEM Director and Mr Fayaz Doomun, Officer in
Charge of Arabic and Islamic Studies Department and
Mr Zaid Ozeer, HWL President at MCEM office at Angle
Draper Ave. and Belle Rose Ave., Quatre Bornes. Both
sides agreed to collaborate for the promotion of Arabic
language and Islamic Studies in Mauritius. HWL can support MCEM by offering scholarships to its qualified students and by organizing visits of qualified academics to
deliver lectures in Arabic and Islamic Studies at the institution.
Education and Training

From left to right: Mr Rashid Phul, Mr Zaid Ozeer, Prof. Reshad
Jaumally, Associate Prof.A Cader Kalla, Mr. S. Futloo, Mr I.Pondor

Both parties agreed to collaborate in the promotion of
higher education in the fields of research, training and
publication, especially through HWL’s initiatives such as
research grant, scholarship and workshops conducted by

From left to right: Mr Zaid Ozeer and Prof. Rechad Jaumally,

HWL participated in a number of online courses
organised by IIIT Asia office
and it also organised its
own programmes with the
Caribbean Muslim Network
on Multi-Media.
HWL organized a webinar on
8 August 2020 on the theme
‘Integration of Sources
of Knowledge: Revelation
(Naql) and Reason (Aql)’
Prof. Dr. Omar Kasule
by Prof. Dr. Omar Kasule.
Secretary General of IIIT.More than 50 participants
registered from Mauritius and South Africa.
HWL also participated on the online courses organised
by IIIT Asia office. Among the courses were: The Islamic
World view, Knowledge and Civilization in Islam, Islamic
Perspective of Sociology: Some Reflections, Creative
thinking from an Islamic Perspective.
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HWL promoted the webinar on
Leadershipship and Development
by Prof. Dr Rafik Beekun. which
was organised by the Caribbean
Muslim Network.. Over 5000
participants registered for the
course from more than 85
countries. We have over 100
participants from Mauritius. This
Prof. Dr. Rafik Beekun
programme was developed by
using both Zoom for Webinar and LMS for continuous
learning and assessment the Certificate was issued by
Riphah International University for two credit hours for
those who completed the course.

gramme to address the students on a number of topics
from an Islamic perspective. The students displayed great
potentials while interacting with the resource persons.
The topics covered included:
•

‘Emotional Learning, Artificial
Dr Nooranee Bakerally

•

‘Leadership: An Islamic Perspective’ by Hisham Emrit

•

‘Pedagogical Tools in Counselling and Activities’ by
Dr Ammaara Udheen Maniacara

•

‘Muslim Contribution to Science’ by Reza Manoga

•

‘Integration of Knowledge’ by Abdulraheem Joomye

Intelligence’

by

Teaching Materials for Cambridge School Certificate Islamic Studies
A committee was set up to look into issues and problems
confronted by teachers and students studying for the
Cambridge School Certificate Islamic Studies subject.
This committee organized a number of meetings and is
looking into developing a guide for teachers to facilitate
the teaching of the subject at O-level.
The committee comprises of the following: Associate
Prof. Cader Kalla (Coordinator), Dr Salma Sairally
(Consultant), Dr Shakeel Atchia (Consultant).
Members:Mrs. Shenaz Atchia-Udhin, Mrs. Zohra
Summun, Mrs. Husna Khodabaccus,

Abdulraheem Joomye delivering his lecture at the Youth Camp

Secretariat: Mr Zaid Ozeer, Mr Hisham Imrith

•

‘Ulumul Quran’ by Imran Pondor

Islamic Learning Youth Camp

•

‘Challenges facing the Ummah today, with particular reference to the problems of Palestinian children and elderly civilians and the occupation of Masjid Al Aqsa’ by
Zaid Ozeer

•

‘The Geopolitical implication of the CPEC Project and
the consequent inhuman treatment of the Uighur Muslims
and their ongoing persecution’ by Zaid Ozeer

HWL and Islamic Upper Secondary School, Dar Ul
Ma’arif, successfully collaborated in the organisation of
a 10-day Youth Camp at the premises of the school, Eau
Coulée, Curepipe from 30 November to 10 December
2020.
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Some 25 young students of Cambridge School Certificate and Higher School Certificate attended a series of
lectures to enhance their understanding of subjects outside their normal curriculum. HWL which recently signed
an MOU with Dar Ul Ma’arif administration offered six
of its resource personnel under its IOK Awareness Pro-

Dr. Ammaara Udheen Maniacara at the centre with award winners

Scholarships for Mauritius
The Markfield Institute of Higher Education (MIHE)
has been collaborating with Mauritius over 20 years for
the offer of full scholarships as well as discounted fees
to Mauritian students studying at this British educational
institution through HWL’s Chairman, Mr Anwar Cara.
In the past more than 10 students from Mauritius have
benefited from full as well as part scholarships through
this collaboration.

Abdur Rahim Joomye was
assigned the task to set up
the library system. The library has an online catalogue which is available at
iiet.librarika.com
The library has also an Arabic section and Mr Mutalib Mubasir has keyed
in those books on the
IT-based library system.
Arabic books can now be
searched online using the
Arabic keyboard.
After completionof the
upgrading on the new online system, the Library has been handed to the IIET management. They are planing to make better use of the Library and they aleady have membership borrowing books
from the Kids Club
ACTIVITIES UNDER THE ‘RESEARCH’ AGENDA
Research Grant 2019-2020

Markfield Institute of Higher Education, Leicestershire, U.K

MIHE is a pioneering educational institute at the forefront
of Islamic Studies in the UK. Since its inception in 2000,
the Institute has developed an international reputation for
expertise in Islamic Studies, Islamic education, Muslim
chaplaincy, and Islamic banking, finance and management.
The Institute’s mission is to contribute to the development
of scholars who have a broader, deeper and critical understanding of Islam in the modern contemporary context. Such scholars would be better equipped to act as a
bridge in developing understanding between Muslim communities and the Western societies they live in, and make
positive contributions to addressing current and emerging
challenges of contemporary societies.
MIHE offered one scholarship involving a discount of
GBP 4,000 on the university fees to HWL for 2020-2021.
HWL has been working to raise a total of GBP 9,000
which will include the fees for the university and cost of
living for one year for a Master’s programme.
Anyone interested in the above-mentioned scholarship can contact HWL through our contact details.

HWL allocates a research grant for a topic chosen by the
candidate which is discussed from an Islamic perspective.
The research should be on thought (current societal problems) and knowledge/epistemology (disciplines, curricula,
and education systems and methods). Preference is given
to projects with a field data collection effort. The research should result in a research paper or a small booklet.
A research grant of US$1,000.00 is offered to each successful application.
We received seven applications under the research
grant 2019-2020. HWL Academic Board reviewed the
applications and the following research proposals have
been accepted:
‘Halal Certification Access and Management System for Mauritius’
by Dr Anisha Ghoorah.
‘Developing the Islamic Equity Market in Mauritius: Proposal for
the Creation of SEM Shari’ah Index’ by Dr Salma Sairally.
‘The Impact of Social Media on Muslim Adolescents in Mauritius’
by Dr Sheereen Fauzel.

Upgrading Library System
The IIET Library existed since more than 30 years. Several
attempts have been made to digitalise the library. HWL
in cooperation with Islamic Institute of Education and
Training (IIET) has completed a new IT-based library system which can now operate as a full-fledged library. Mr Dr.Anisha Ghoorah

Dr.Salma Sairally

Dr.S Fauzel
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Research Grant 2020-2021

ACTIVITIES UNDER THE ‘PUBLICATION AGENDA’

The research grant 2020-2021 was launched in June
2020. HWL received seven applications. The following four research proposals have been accepted after
review by HWL Academic Board:

French books publication

‘‘Setting the Requirements for an Integrated Online Zakat Management System in Mauritius’ by Dr Yasser Chuttur.
‘Investigating Parents’ Choice for Islamic Primary Schools in
Mauritius’ by Dr Sheereen Fauzel.
‘Exploring the Eating Habits and Obesity Prevalence among the
Mauritian Muslim Community’ by Neisha Goolamhossen.
‘Analysis of Domestic Violence from an Islamic Perspective: A
case study in Mauritius ‘by Badurally Adam Baboo Noorina,

HWL is engaged in publishing books in French language
for the promotion of IOK. The followings books have
been published:
1. La Contribution Musulmane à la Renaissance
2. La Théorie d’Al-Shatibi
3. Guide contre le Despotisme et la Corruption en Islam
4. Le Tawhid à l’Origine de la Civilisation Islamique
5. Liberté de Conscience et Religion
6. Repenser la Femme Musulmane et le Port du Voile: Défier les
Stereotypes Historiques et Modernes

Advancing Education in Muslim Societies (AEMS2)
The empirical research agenda of Advancing Education
in Muslim Societies (AEMS) explores constructs that
align with universal Islamic values and their impact
on human development in Muslim societies and
communities. “Mapping the Terrain” is the main annual
study to learn more about the status of these constructs
among students and educators both in K-12 schools
and higher education institutions.

It is important to note that the latest versions of these
books are now available on different platforms as e-books
in different parts of the world.
Publication of IIIT Books
The following books are under preparation:

Graph taken from 2020 AEMS report

This research is conducted by the International Institute
of Islamic Thought (IIIT) in collaboration with Indiana
University, USA.
HWL participated in AEMS2 project for 2020. The
survey was launched in January 2020 and was due
to be completed in April 2020. However due to the
pandemic Covid-19 the number of respondents had to
be curtailed and the survey was successfully completed
on time.
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‘De L’éthique du Désaccord au Rejet du Conflit’ (The Ethics
of Disagreement updated version) by Sheikh Taha Jabal
Alwani from Arabic to French. The translator is Hood
Jhumka.
‘The Quranic World View’ by Abdul Hamid Abu Sulaiman
from English to French.

Publication of Other Books
The following book is also currently
under preparation:
‘Dans les Premières Heures: Réflexions
sur le Développement Personnel et
Spirituel’ (In the Early Hours) by
Khurram Murad from English to
French. The translator is Khaira
Jhumka.

Book Launch
HWL organised a book launch of ‘ The Sunee Surtee
Muslim Diaspora from Mauritius and beyond: In search of my
roots’ by Anwar Cara on 19 March 2020 at the Islamic
Institute of Education and Training, Pont- Souillac,
Moka.

This book has taken nearly fifty years to complete, from
the beginning of the research to the completed manuscript. The Sunee Surtee Muslim diaspora started many
centuries ago. The Sunee Surtee Muslims, many of them
descendants of Arab traders, travelled to different parts
of the world for business and the propagation of Islam.
a century ago. There is an introduction of the historical
context by Prof. Dr. Goolam Vahed. The author invites
the reader to discover the history of his grandfather
and at the same time hopes that his story will encourage
others to undertake their own research. The author also
demonstrates the connections of the Kara family worldwide, and how the Sunee Surtee Muslim diaspora is
scattered in different parts of the globe.
The book has been reviewed both in Mauritius and in
international academic journals and has been acclaimed
as an important contribution in Muslim history for Mauritius and abroad.
Books Distribution
HWL has been promoting IIIT books which it has pub-

lished and freely distributed to academics and colleges in
Mauritius.
HWL has also received sponsorship from prominent
Muslim businessmen in Mauritius for distribution of
French booklets in five municipality libraries and other
public libraries.
INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS PROJECTS
HWL Facilitates the Establishment of Libraries in the Indian Ocean Islands
Following a zoom meeting with Prof. Dr Omar Kasule,
it was decided to establish libraries in Mauritius, Madagascar and Comoros. A complete set of Islamic books

on Qur’an, Hadith, Seerah, Fiqh and Muslim Children in
French Language has been purchased and shipped to the
three countries.
Chairman of HWL’s Visit to Reunion Island
The Chairman of HWL, Mr Anwar Cara, visited Reunion
Island from 1 to 7 March 2020 with the aim of promoting IOK and searching for partners for the promotion of
HWL activities on education, research, training and publication. During his visit he had meeting with the following:
•

Mawlana Mohammad Bhagate from the Association of Unir.
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•

Mr Houssen Amode, the President of Muslim
Association of Reunion.

•

Prof. Thierry Malbert, Lecturer at University of
Reunion.

•

Abdul Majid Maleck and Mrs. Rukaya Safla, a retired archivist of University of Reunion.

Mawlana M.Bhagate Houssen Amode

in various fields of IOK. HWL is for instance collaborating with Mr. Abdourrauf Said, a PhD candidate at IIUM,
who is planning to return to Comoros after his studies and
who has established a school in Comoros.
MAYOTTE
Mayotte is part of the French Comoros. HWL has established contact with Tandhum Cour’an Mayotte which spe-

Prof. Thierry Malbert

Academic Work for Grand Comoros
Since November 2019, Mr Zaid Ozeer, President of
HWL, visited the Comoros, with the view of establishing partnership for the promotion of IOK. An MOU was
signed between the University of Comoros and HWL in

Students from Quranic School of Mayotte

cializes in Qur’anic teaching in different parts of Mayotte.
HWL is looking forward to work with Mr Kamalidine Dahalani, the representative of Tandhum Cour’an Mayotte
who has signed an MOU with HWL.
MADAGASCAR
A representative of HWL visited Madagascar in 2019 ,
HWL is working with its partner, namely L’ Institut Culturel Socia; Al-Ghazali ( L’ICSA).

Zaid Ozeer at University of Comoros

this respect. However, there has been very little progress
made in this regard.

Muhammad Afzal Gharda

Dr. Abdourazak Mdahoma

However, HWL is continuously supporting other partners

L’ICSA has formed its academic board which comprises
the following members:
1. Muhammad Afzal Gharda, President
2. Prof. Dr Ahmad Ahmad (Radiologist)
3. Mr Mourad Eustrasiou (Businessman and President
of Chamber of Commerce of Majunga and
Lecturer at University)
4. Dr. Abdourazak Mdahoma (Daee and Islamic
Lecturer and Director of L’ICSA)

New Islamic and secular School in Moroni, Commores
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5. Dr Habib Nouraly (Director of Radiography at
Manarapentra Hospital of Majunga and Lecturer
at the University)

6. Mr Todarivo (Representative of the Ministry of
Higher Education of Madagascar)
7. A representative of University of Antananarivo
Research Grant 2020 for Madagascar

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR 2021
EDUCATION
Teaching Resources for Cambridge School Certificate Islamic Studies 2068

This project aims at developing a teachers’ guide for
HWL helped its partner L’Institut Culturel Social Al-Ghaza- teaching Islamic Studies at O-level. The project started in
li (L’ICSA) to launch the Research Grant for Madagascar. 2020 and is planned to be completed within a year. It will
The launch was done through a local TV, website and involve the organisation of a workshop for Islamic Studies
facebook by Dr. Abdourazak Mdahoma. More than 40 teachers.
applicants applied for the Research Grant and there were
a number of non-Muslims among the applicants. There HWL also aims at acquiring more resources on Islamic
were also a significant number of queries from various Studies to facilitate the work of the committee established
to carry out this project.
universities and from the Ministry of Higher Education.
Consultation Meeting with Madagascar
A consultation meeting was convened on 15 November
2020 by Prof. Dr Omar Kasule. Representatives from
Mauritius, HWL and Al-Ghazali Institute of Madagascar
were present. The Al-Ghazali Institute is a registered organisation for the promotion of cultural and social activities. Emphasised was laid on the importance of education
and intellectual work for the future of the community are
very important for Malagasy students to embark on further studies in Malaysia so that they can serve their local
communities upon their return. Scholarship will be made
available at the International Islamic University Malaysia
(IIUM) or in other universities such as Islamic University
of Uganda, Muslim University of Morogoro in Tanzania
and Sumait University in Zanzibar.
Summary of Expenses for the year 2020
Items
Rs.
Research Grant Mauritius
119,000.00
Research Grant Madagascar
175,000.00
Madagascar Mission on IOK (Zaid
46,971.00
Ozeer)
Reunion Island Mission on IOK (Anwar
12,200.00
Cara)
Workshops by Dr Akbar Shah
126,046.00
Education
57,357.00
Upgrading Library System
12,000.00
IOK Awareness Programme undertak18,400.00
en by HWL
Advancing Education in Muslim Societ- 229,000.00
ies (AEMS2)
Media
8,556.00
Administration
153,796.00
Book Purchase for Mauritius, Comoros
134,648.00
and Madagascar
Local Translation
133,467.00
IIIT Publications
141,431.00

TOTAL

1,367,870.00

Activities Guide for Teachers
HWL is working with Dr. Ammarah Udheen Maniacara,
to develop an Activity guide for teaching of values to
help teachers conduct activities for their respective
schools. HWL will also provide training to teachers on the
application of the guide in the classroom situation.
Teaching Resources for Grades 7-9
HWL is keen to develop teaching materials for the above
group. The aim is to make the same materials available to
different colleges and to start getting students ready to
embark on Cambridge O-level Islamic Studies.
Anyone interested to work on this project will be
remunerated based on their experience. For further
details contact HWL by email
Education and Training
HWL aims to carry out the following:
•

To conduct education and training programmes
for the general public in Mauritius

•

To organise education programmes in French
through Zoom for Indian Ocean islands

•

To organise a series of academic seminars for
targeted groups

•

To organise training for teachers

IOK
HWL aims to organise a series of IOK awareness
programmes in universities and colleges in Mauritius.
Signing of MOU with Colleges, NGOs and Educational
Institutions
HWL plans to extend its collaboration with the above
group for 2021. Interested parties are requested to contact
HWL.
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Scholarships

INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS PROJECTS

Under-Graduate Scholarships

Madagascar

HWL will be offering scholarships for under-graduate
Mauritian students in any field offered by the following universities: Sumait University in Zanzibar; Islamic
University of Uganda and International Islamic University of Malaysia.

Scholarship

Post-Graduate Scholarships

HWL’s collaboration with L’Institut Culturel Social AlGhazali (L’ICSA) will continue. HWL has allocated
10 grants to candidates for a period of three years to
undertake PhD on a topic of their choice but with an
Islamic perspective in a university in Madagascar for 2021.

HWL is planning to allocate two scholarships to students
wishing to pursue a Master’s degree or embarking on a
PhD in any subject in Mauritius. This scholarship can
also be extended for overseas studies. Anyone interested
should contact HWL by email.

Education

RESEARCH

The project of developing teaching materials for various
schools and madrassahs is planned for 2021.

Research Grant

L’ICSA has established a boarding school where students
get both secular and Islamic education.
Teaching Materials for Muslim Students

Translation Project

In 2021, HWL aims to allocate the Research Grant 2020The following books are planned to be translated and pub2021 to selected candidates. It also aims to launch the Relished from English to Malagasy Language:
search Grant for 2021-2022. Anyone interested should
contact HWL for more details
1. ‘Le Tawhid à l’Origine de la Civilisation Islamique’ by
Ismail Raji Faruqi
Conference
2. ‘Ethics of Engagement: An Islamic Perspective’ by Dr.
HWL is planning to organise a conference where the reHisham Altalib
search papers it has sponsored will be presented.
Comoros
Launch of Academic Journal
HWL is planning to offer research grants in both Comoros
HWL is planning to launch its academic Journal whose and Mayotte.
proposed title is: African Journal of Islam and Society. The
journal will be an international, peer-reviewed, scholarly
journal, dedicated to make accessible the latest publicaOur thanks to our sponsor
tions of researchers in Mauritius, the Indian Ocean islands
International Institute
and the larger African continent on Islam and its associof Islamic Thought(IIIT USA)
ated fields of study. An International Board as well as the
Editorial Team have been constituted. The Journal will be
for their advice and support
both in English and French.
Translation Projects
It will involve the following books:
‘Teaching Children: A Moral, Spiritual, and Holistic Approach to
Educational Development’ by Ann El-Moslimany.
‘Contemporary Approaches to the Qur’an and Sunnah’ edited by
Mahmoud Ayoub.
OTHER PROJECTS
Establishing a Waqf or Foundation
HWL hopes to be able to establish the HWL Waqf or
Foundation in 2021

Special thanks to all our volunteers for
helping us in our mission in 2020:
Mrs Sameera Hussein Rasool, Mrs Mushurda
Joomye, Miss Sumayya Joomye, Mr Riad Helmut
Mr Rechad Jeetoo, Mr Zaheer Hissoob
Published by Human Welfare League ( HWL)
Pont-Souillac, Moka, Mauritius
Tel: +230 57737918
For any queries please contact us by email
Email:info.humanwelfareleague@gmail.com
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